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New version of the Job Listing Module is out.

Everyone using a previous version should upgrade to 2.0 now.

There are many changes made in this version. One of them being a section for resumes, users
can upload their resume (.doc or .pdf files) and keep it private.

Resumes can be set to private, using a password or key that the submitter creates when adding
their resume, no one can view the resume without the key (if the submitter adds a key). If no key
is added the listing will be public.

If someone has their resume listed and they answer a Job listing, they can choose to send a link
to the resume with the code to unlock the resume
It works the same way if a business sends a reply to listed resume, they can choose to send a
link to their job listing, if they have more than one job listing they can choose which one to send
if any. To not send any they just don't pick one.

The search is improved, searches more fields, but only works for job listings.

Changed the way it deletes listings, now the person adding the listing can choose how many
days the listing will last.
there is still a default of 14 days for job listings and 180 days for resumes if they don't change
them.

Added Xoops notification system, for jobs only(not for resumes).

Improved group permissions, you can set view permissions and submit permissions for both job
listings and resume listings.

Resumes can be set to private, using a password or key that the submitter creates when adding
their resume, no one can view the resume without the key, if the submitter adds a key. If no key
is added the listing will be public.

Upgrading
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YOU MUST follow the upgrade directions if you are upgrading, it is very easy just a couple of
clicks, but I want you to follow my directions.

Fresh Installation
Everyone else read the read me file and install like normal.

Get it Here

Report Problems Here

Hope you all like it.

John

http://dev.xoops.org/modules/xfmod/project/?group_id=1259
http://www.jlmzone.com
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